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Abstract
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This document describes the processes to be used for creating
corporate information systems within the scope of the Integrated
Information Services (IIS) Center. This issue A describes the
Analysis and Implementation phases within the context of the
entire life cycle. Appendix A includes a full set of examples of
the analysis set deliverables. Subsequent issues will describe the
other life cycle processes as we move toward enterprise-level
management of information assets, including information metamodels and an integrated corporate information model. The
analysis phase as described here, when combined with a
specificationsrepository, will provide the basis for future
reusable components and improve traceability of information
system specifications to enterprise business rules.

This document is available for viewing on the Sandia Internal Web, under the URL

http://sass902d.itd.sandia.gov/SLC-Alnk.pdf
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Introduction

0

This report is designed to serve two overall purposes:
0

0

Short-term: To unify the baseline deliverablesproduced by the analysis process,
and to provide guidance for software developers who need to prepare for
conceptual design reviews
Long-term: To move corporate software and information life cycle processes
toward a unified and consistent methodology, which serves the needs of various
types of software development projects at Sandia.

Scope
Short-Term Scope-Deliverables
This report defines processes and checklist th t will move the IIS organization toward
an enterprise-level specification management system which will document:
The rules for business operations
The corresponding requirements for the automated information systems.
This report includes a helpful, non-inclusive set of materials that describe the
conceptual design of a system. A complete set of these deliverables would provide a
development team with an understanding of the desired information system. This set of
information could guide the customer, software developer, review team, or
management to comprehend system goals, background, and solutions to business
problems.

Long-Term Scope-Methodology
The life cycle of a software product has been defined in many classical software
engineering documents (see "References" on page 15). This report adapts the Sandia
Software Guidelines to this class of software systems. It is written not to replace those
documents, but to position Sandia to take advantage of new technologies and tools. It
also supports current three-layer or full three-tiered architecture and future distributed
computing environments.
c

0

This work is on-going; it will continue to evolve and parallel the dynamic process of
applying new technologies within Integrated Information Services (11s).We publish
our initial efforts here as issue A, to describe the Conceptual Design and Analysis
phase within the context of the entire software life cycle. In this effort to achieve
enterprise-level management of information assets, we will move toward information
meta-models, rapid prototyping, and an integrated corporate information model. We
will produce later issues approximately quarterly.
Softwareand Information Life Cycle
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Desired Future State
Automatic generation of application systems, based on precisely defined specifications, is
the ultimate goal for future information systems. Full configuration management of all
specifications at the enterprise level will support dynamic systems and ensure information
timeliness, as well as data reliability.

Principles
We have incorporated the principles stated in the Information Architecture document (see
“References” on page 15). In addition, a series of “core beliefs” or “guiding principles”
contributed to the interaction of this team. These principles capture how the team
attempted to understand and advance the software engineering process within the
organization. Their inclusion below may contribute to the understanding of this
document.
0

0

0

0

We take most seriously this opportunity to improve the software development
process (hereafter referred to as process.)
The process is our foundation for productivity, improvement, and measurement.
The process is defined with adequate rigor to earn the confidence of customers.
A repeatable, documented process will enable us to reduce variation in the quality
of our software products.
The process includes embedded validation and verification techniques eventually
eliminating the need for management review.
Management leadership is desirable in the strategic planning process establishing
priorities and fostering integration.
Responsibility and accountability for conformance to specification for software
rests with the software engineer.
Each task and deliverable is assessed by the value added to the process.

Impact
This document represents a plan for moving the development of integrated information
systems from our current reality to a preferred future state. The process changes by which
we attain our desired future state are only possible if management accounts for full life
cycle software costs and takes responsibility and ownership for actively balancing initial
delivery schedules with total software quality.
The perceived goals of the 11s organization are to:
Build systems that serve the needs of the enterprise
Speed the deployment of new applications or enhancements
Improve traceability of the design specifications (at a sharable enterprise-level)
Reduce overall costs throughout the life cycle (thus allowing for workforce
redeployment or acquisition of additional work).

To these goals, we have provided the basis of a process which will shift costs and time
from coding and nonproductive rework toward the analysis and design phases of the life
cycle, addressed in this report. In addition, there are start-up costs which will be evident
2
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in defining and building or acquiring and populating a repository. Overall, we expect total
development costs to decline as requirements are gathered correctly and completely the
first time.
The success of applying these processes and methodologies and thus, attaining
management's goals, will be possible only if:
Management enforces this life cycle process, or
This life cycle process is enforced by a tool requiring changes only be made to the
specifications.

flexibilify
The methodology and deliverable set presented here are designed as a core set to
accomplish future enterprise-sharing and requirements traceability goals. The
methodology and deliverables can and should be scaled for use in projects of any size,
subject to the risk that development entails and to the current stage of implementation of
architecture and data administration tools.
Before the desired future state is reached, real problems will surface with loosely
interpreted application of this process. Issue B of this document will address the actual
development activities and the tailoring of this process to the area of enhancements to
existing systems.

c
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Software Phases
Planning Phase
This phase involves the conceptual development of a computer solution to a business
need. The planning phase may be very short if the project is described in an overall
business strategic plan. However, often the project is dynamically created as an evolution
of business changes in reaction to changing circumstances. Many projects result from a
formal change control system, where changes and enhancements require extensive work.
The planning necessary for initiating an information system is sometimes included as part
of the scoping, problem statement, or early assessment in the analysis phase. A preferred
future state encompasses enterprise-wide planning and modeling. Where applicable,
strategic information planning for business systems within the corporate information
model includes prioritizing, sequencing, and allocating resources. A stronger emphasis on
strategic and integrated planning is advocated as the number of systems, platforms, and
technologies increase.

Planning Phase Steps
1. Business managers and staff (process owners) define the business need and often
describe a set of solutions, of which one is chosen to be studied and developed into a
system proposal.
2. Information system analysts begin to scope the problem, assess the current systems,

describe a set of alternative solutions with estimates of costs and schedules for each, and
recommend a solution.

3. Business managers decide on a solution to fit within the overall plan for the enterprise.
Once approved, the recommended solution is documented in procedures and policy
documents as the business rules for the enterprise. The IIS is requested to build or
acquire a system to support these rules.

Analysis Phase
Analysts perform this phase by working directly with the customer, precisely defining the
information facts managed by this information system (application). The preferred
methodology for standard specifications is one of those presented in reference 5 (see
“References” on page 15). This methodology has been further developed to support
modeling processes and events, in addition to information modeling. Because the natural
language of both customer and analyst is used, communication is greatly enhanced. The
quality of a rigorous analysis phase produces the desired specifications to be managed at
the enterprise level. It will eventually support automatic generation of information
systems and business rule descriptions.

Analysis Phase Steps
1. A scope or “universe of discourse” is first defined to set boundaries on the problem. In

addition, a problem statement is developed, including a problem narrative, context
diagrams, and other descriptive materials.

4
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2. A version-controlled repository will be used to manage all model constructs. An
enterprise-level tool will help manage reusable information and functions for multiple
models and systems. The repository will be queried for existing building blocks to
support the software engineering reuse of model constructs. As new objects are created
in the natural language models, they must be coordinated with the data administrator to
add them to the repository if they are not already defined and used in other systems.
Negotiations will be necessary for classifying new objects and functions, i.e., to leave
them as local definitions (for this application) or to promote them to enterprise-shareable
status.

3. A natural language (English sentences) model is created from the building blocks
selected from the enterprise model repository and from newly defined constructs
resulting from analyst-customer reviews. This model rigorously defines the information,
its meanings, identifiers, relationships, and constraints (especially mandatory and
uniqueness requirements).
4. A natural language process model and graphical presentation model are produced to
precisely define the processes that will act on the information. (This can include
storyboards, known as presentation sets or prototypes.) Constraints and derivation rules
will be expressed textually and through concrete examples. Each analyst-customer
review of the specifications should produce further refinements to the model as more
areas of interest are discovered, and all business rules are brought out and explicitly
documented, using a set of customer-provided examples.
5. Steps 3 and 4 are repeated until the model completely specifies the problem scope and

until the customer and process owner agree on its completeness. The customer or process
owner and analyst accept this reviewed analysis set by formal sign-off.

6. A conceptual review (see “Glossary of Terms” on page 17) will be held to verify the

specifications produced in this analysis of this application or sub-system. The review
may also be attended where appropriate by business experts and technology experts,
including the developers. Other aspects of the system may be addressed in this review,
such as training and special requirements.

7. An ongoing goal of this overall process is to shift the traditional notion of testing earlier

in the life cycle through the verification and validation of specifications. Examples play a
critical role in the verification process. At some future point, confidence in the rigor of
the specification and development process should reduce our reliance on classical unit,
integration, system, and acceptance testing. Reasons for shifting this emphasis include:
0

C

0

The growing sophistication and reliability of software analysis and design tools
will assure that generated code performs in accordance to the specification from
which the code was generated. We will only need to test that the code generated
from a specification of ideal behavior actually does what is intended in the real
computing system, interacting with hardware, the operating system components,
and other applications.
The traditional “acceptance test plan” can be derived and the validation completed
from the English syntax used to capture requirements and examples.
Presentation sets developed from prototyping tools serve as training and
communication vehicles, establishing a foundation for eventual customer
acceptance.
By managing the design intent, traceability to business practices can be maintained
for expected gains in business process improvement and business re-engineering.
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The following tables indicate the specification deliverable set (Table 1) and extended
descriptions of these deliverables (Table 2). In Table 1, numbered items refer to their
corresponding definitions in Table 2.

Table 1

Critical Specification Deliverable Set
~~

For the
customer

Plan sett

Analysis Set

Information systems plan

(1) Problem statement
(2) Business rules
(6) Presentation

Physical Design
Set

Implementation
Set

(to be discussed in
future release)

(to be discussed in
future
release)

(Process
Checklist discussed and presented in this
issue)

(to be discussed in
future

sets
For the
software
engineering team

Reuse plan
Change control
plan
Configuration
management
plan

For the
review
team

Metric plan
Corporate
model synthesis
plan

(3)Conceptual
model
(4) Logical model
(5) Elementary
processes

CDR
"Conceptual
Review" or
"Preliminary
Design Review"

Phase
Review

(7) CRUD matrix

(8) Extended
presentation sets
(9) DB schema
(1 0) Dependencies & implementation constraints

DDR
"Detailed Design
Review" or
"Critical Design
Review"

Operational
Engineering
Set

release)

FD R
"Final Design
Review" or
"Pre-Production Review"

t. Outside this project's scope, but required to guide the proper execution of the
process

6
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Table 2

1

Descriptions of Deliverables Produced by the Processes in
Table 1

Deliverable

Primary
Communication
Roles

Dependencies

Description

1

Customer :Analyst

(none)

Consists of:
Problem narrative-a textual deliverable that states the business problem in concise terms
Context d i a g r a m a y be included
to show the scope of the system and
which objects flow betweenthe system and an external system interface. Large problems should be
decomposedinto subsystems that
can be defined in two to three pages.

2

Customer :Analyst

(1

Formal natural language sentences with
examples specify aspects of each object
to be maintained in the information
system. Initial storyboardsor cartoons
and flow diagrams are also used to
document the business rules and verify
them with the customer. General
constraints and derivation rules are
included in textual form.

3

Analyst : Designer

(2)

Constrainedsentences in textual form
and in a natural languagemodel diagram
communicate precisely the information
required by the designer.

4

Analyst : Designer

(3)

The database structure (without vendor
software or implementation
considerations)is documented with a
diagram of the form used in IDEFIX (a
FlPS representationof an ER model).

5

Analyst : Designer

(4,2)

Elementary processesthat representthe
smallest units of work which can be
executedto modify the content of the
informationbase, and which will leave
the informationbase in a state consistent
with integrity rules.

Problem
Statement

Business Rules

Conceptual
Information
Model

Logical
Information
Model

Elementary
Processes

C
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Table 2

Descriptions of Deliverables Produced by the Processes in
Table 1 (Continued)

Deliverable

Primary
Communication
Roles

Dependencies

Description

Customer :Analyst
Analyst :Designer

(5.2)

Consists of:
Process/Actor State Transition
Matrix-adds rigorous definitions of
the processes related to each object.
In addition, from the customer’s
viewpoint, it helps integrate the
actions performed and the state of
the information system for each elementary process.
Completed storyboard diagrams with
annotated sets denoting groups of
data items to be treated as a single
unit (as in elementary processes).
Standard templates, when available,
will be applied to provide a consistent ”look and feel”with other systems.
Event and process lists define the
flow as related to the storyboards.

7
2RUD Matrix

Designer :
lmplementer

(4,5,6)

The (:RUD (Create, Read, Update,
Dele1.e)matrix identifies each elementary
promfss used on each core object of the
inforrnation system. This assists in
verifjring that each object is supported by
a create, read, update, and delete
proctss-it also helps identify
reduridancy of processes for an object.

8
Extended Presentation Sets

Designer :
lmplementer

9

Designer :
lmplementer

10

Designer :
lmplementer

’resentation
jets

1

DB Schema

Process
Dependencies1
Flow

stoq!board diagrams that include
vendor-specific and implementationspecific features, as well as application
of st2mdard template features for the
entei.prise systems.
(4)

The IPhysical Database, using the
constructs of the vendor software and
the aldditional information needed by the
implc3menter of the system, is
docuimented with the database schema
diagiam in the form of IDEFlX.
Addit ionally, the SQL listings may be
used
A forinal definition of precedence

requi red in the flcw steps.

Deliverables 7-10, below the double line, will be discussed in Issue B.

8
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Figure 1

Roles and Responsibilities
D Data Administrator
* - - ,
.- - . DatabaseAdministrator

I

Customers/ Analysts

Analysts/ Designers

alternatives
Develop problem

Analysts/ lmplementers

Analysts/ Operations

constructs from the
enterprise repository
Addnew objects and
constructs to the enterpris

the customer
Develop business rules

-+ (2)

Develop conceptual
model (3)
Create presentationsets -+
(6)

V

Extend presentation set,
including product-specific
constructs (8)

\1/

\1

Hold analyst-customer
specificationreviews

Generate logical model
(4)
Generate elementary
processes (5)

Documentdependencies,
constraints, precedence
flow, etc. (IO)

-3

I

I
I

Eendmodeltop7&siZ/
model
Generate DB schema &
create physical

-

I

i

-I

--

Generate CRUD matrix (73. .
----I

Hold a CDR (Preliminary
Design Review)

Review & acceptance
of the DDR

-

control data & legacy dat

Hold a physical design
review (DDR)
Prepare for production
(see "Information
Systems
Implementation
Checklist" on page 12)

9
Perform testbed tests

Review & acceptance

design review)
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Physical Design Phase
This step will use the specifications and extend them into a physical database schema and
prototype. The system designer should be a knowledgeable developer with experience in
building and using preferred technology information systems tools, as bounded by the
architecture of the 11s organization. The designer should also have skills in human factors
engineering as well as the classical programming training and skills.

Physical Design Phase Steps
1. If produced, a prototype system will be used for customer verification and specification

refinement.

2. All changes will be made to the natural language models and new versions of the
specifications and repository constructs will be generated before the prototype is refined.
3. The physical model will be developed as a natural language model. This model will be
the specifications for the physical database and the program processes.
4. Presentation, function, and data layer elements will be determined and identified.

5. The physical model and general constraints (other rules and information, not contained
in the model) will be added to the repository.
6. All reusable facts and functions will be identified and provided to the application

developer.

7 . A Detailed Design Review will be performed to verify the physical design.

The preceding tables, Table 1 and 2, indicate the design process deliverable set, as
currently defined.

lmplemenfation Phase
The implementation of a system requires skilled developers and the coordination of many
interfaces to produce a new system and to put it into production. As future systems code is
automatically generated, the coordination of interface groups will take on even more
importance to complete the system, test the system, and set up such components as
networks, security plans, training, and production procedures.

Implementation Phase Steps
1. The physical database performance, distributed location and features, access

requirements, etc. will be built by the database administrator.

2. A cloned database will be provided to the customer and the developer for testing. Other
test data may be created using the business rules information model with its
corresponding examples.
3. The presentation layer components will be built according to the current software and
hardware architecture and standards of the 11s organization. Where possible, the
functional layer programs will be generated directly from the specifications.
4. The functional layer components not already available in the corporate repository will be

built according to the current software/hardware architecture and standards of the 11s
organization. Where possible, the code will be generated directly from the specifications.

5. Integrated testing will be performed against the cloned test database.
10
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6. System testing will be performed on the corporate test bed system.

7. An as-built design review will be performed for the pre-production application.

8. The steps of the Deployment Process will be performed to move the system into a fully
operational production system.
n

Deployment Process
This process or sub-phase includes verification, training, and production
definition to move the system into a production phase where the application will
be available as a corporate asset. The deployment coordinator should possess the
skills necessary to manage enormous amounts of data with great care for each
detail. The deployment manager must also be able to perform multiple tasks and
manage coordination of schedules of many groups within both the IIS
organization and the customer organization.

8

a. Define the processing duplication, i.e., parallel runs for validation and

verification requirements.

b. Populate the Production database with the static data and legacy data.

c. Connect the networks to access related and dependent data from other

Distributed Computing Environment (DCE) systems.

d. Develop the training classes and train users, as well as production support staff
and help desk personnel.
e. Develop operational procedures, including company asset protection processes
and plans.
f.

Perform a Customer Acceptance Review, with an official sign-off for the system.

Table 3 on page 13 indicates the process checklist, as currently defined.

Software and Information Life Cycle
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Information Systems !Implementation
Checklist
(Also available on the World Wide Web:
http://www~im.sandia.gov/organization/div13000/isiproc/isistart.htm)

Three things you need to know about this implementation
checklist:

It is a standard which incorporates required sign-offs necessary for productionizing
new products and enhancing existing ones within the Integrated Information
Services Organization. This process ensures continued support without
dependence on the original developer.
The Production Center Implementation Coordinator is the single point-of-contact
for questions about this process. In addition, this Coordinator will serve as or
provide a production representative as a full member of the project team. This
representative will:
Coordinate with all production support stakeholders who are not project
team members
Ensure that production requirements are incIuded in the project plan with
reasonable milestone schedules and ensure that these milestones are met
(including responsibility for writing some of the required documents)
Write the service-level agreements documenting operational and
performance requirements.
It is used by developers and the production representative to identify stakeholders
who need to be contacted as products are developed. The upper portion of the
checklist (above the double line) contains early life cycle considerations. Items in
the lower portion of the checklist (below the double line) are coordinated before
the product is released.

12
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Consult with End
Customer about

...

0 application require-

ments

0 performance
requirements

0 access control

CI early life cycle

aspects above
0 customer acceptance and verification testing

Information Systems Implementation Checklist

Consult with
System
Administration
about

...

Consult with
Application
Support about...

0 server software

0 transition pian

0 early life cycle

0 early life cycle

requirements
0 server hardware
requirements

aspects above
0 backup and recovery requirements
0 scheduling and
compatibility of systern software installs
and upgrades (software integration)
0 stress test

aspect above
0 change control procedures
0 negotiated level of
support
0 hardware and software training for
supporting staff

Consult with
TechnicalTest
Bed about

Consult with Data
and Database
Administration
about

0 workstation and PC

0 DataAdministration

...

...

Consult with
Network
Communications,
Security, and
Production
Services about...

0 ProductionSer-

installation and execution requirements
0 architectural compiiance including
where applications
reside and execute
0 system design
reviews

data modeling
requirements
0 Data requirements
including backup
and recovery, security, conversion, VOIumes and growth,
sourcdtarget and
archive/delete

vices documentation requirements
0 Security data security classifications
and security plans
0 Network Communications traffic toierances and network
needs

0 early life cycle

0 early life cycle

0 early life cycle

aspects above
0 product executes on
standard platforms
0 software distribution needs

aspects above
0 conformance to
database standards
0 database performance considerations
0 database impiementation

aspects above

0 Production Ser-

vices service level
agreements
0 Production Services Help Desk
needs
0 ProductionServices final sign-off of
completedchecklist

Sofrware Phases
~~~

Operation Phase
The operation phase, traditionally called the production phase and maintenance phase,
will be viewed as dynamic operational and development processes. This phase requires
great skills in quality management techniques to assure the integrity and protection of
valuable corporate assets and to maintain customer delight during day-to-day business
operations.

Operation Phase Steps
1. The operation phase is a continual development process for new requirements on the

application system. This phase will require extensive configuration management tools
and an intensive commitment to the maintenance of the specifications and constructs in
the corporate repository. To the extent required, all procedures will be performed as
outlined in the life cycle phases: Planning, Analysis, Physical Design, and
Implementation.

2. Where possible, all programs will be modified automatically from changes to the system
specifications.
3. All changes to application system specificationswill result in new business rule

documents being generated from those specifications. Initially these documents will be
manually-generated, with text generation development eventually progressing to the
point of automatic generation of the information system specifications and automatic
generation of the business-rule documents.

Termination Phase
The system will be closed out after it is no longer needed. More details and other
processes will be included in a later issue of this report.

Termination Phase Steps
1. Any legacy data, with continuing requirements, will be moved to other systems.

2. Corporate Records Management will evaluate the transfer of specifications and historical

information to be retained for proper disposition and thereafter saved and managed by
that organization.

3. The constructs and process specifications which are no longer required for this system,

nor others, are removed from the corporate repository.

14
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Glossary of Terms
Table 4

Glossary
Definition

Term

I

4GL

Fourth Generation Language

CASE

Computer-Aided Software Engineering

Change management
Configuration
management

A discipline applying technical and administrative direction and
surveillance to identify and document the functional and
physical characteristics of a configuration item, control
changes to those characteristics, record and report change
processing and implementation status, and verify compliance
with specified requirements

CIO

Corporate Information Officer

Cloned database

An exact replica of a database, created for testing purposes

Conceptual Design
Review

CDR; A review to verify the conceptual informationmodel
created through interactions with customers for completeness,
logical integrity, and validity. Also discussed will be the
traceable path from the conceptual model to targeted physical
data stores, either existing or new. The conceptual model must
be capable of being expressed with structured English
sentences with concrete examples provided for validation.
Fact by Fact mapping to screens, reports, and databases will
be examined. Mappings of facts (data attributes) to middle
layer functions will also be presented. Algorithms used to
derive new facts will be reviewed, and targeted
implementation strategies will be discussed. Proof of the
customers’ acceptance of the model must exist at this time.

Conceptual schema

A formal specification of the user’s informationrequirements; a
common world model that explicitly defines the set of
meaningful sentences which can be communicated via
machine, or stored within the machine

Constraint

Defines a restriction on the permitted population(s) of one or
more populatable constructs in a conceptual schema

Software and Information Life Cycle
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Glossary of Terms

Table 4

Glossary (Continued)
Definition

Term

18

Context Diagram

The highest level data flow diagram, depicting the system’s
interfaces to other systems within the enterprise and its
interfaces to the outside world; defines the scope and
boundary for the system. It represents the system as a single
circle, hiding all information about what occurs within the
system. Each external entity is depicted as a single square.
These squares, and the flows into and out of them, define the
context within which the system must operate. Arrows drawn
between the system and each external entity depict flows; they
are labeled with the names of objects that flow into the system
from the external entity and that flow out from the system to
the external entity.

CRUD

Create, Read, Update, Delete

csu

Customer Service Unit

Customer

The internal or external buyer or recipient of a product

DCE

Distributed Computing Environment

Detailed Design Review

DDR; To review the implementation information model. The
implementationmodel may include implementation-specific
facts (such as surrogate keys, internal objects, etc.) used to
optimize physical implementation. Full compliance of the
physical structures to the model specifications will be
reviewed. Any constraints implemented in the schema will be
tested. Specific use of data by the functional layer will be
reviewed. Production supportloperation documents should
exist.

DOE

Department of Energy

ER

A data model that describes attributes of entities and the
relationships among them

Fact

A piece of informationwith specific meaning, communicated in
a formal natural language sentence

Final Design Review

FDR; The final opportunity to review the deliverables prior to
deployment in a production status. Assure that all test bed
anomalies have been resolved. All issues of support (CSU and
Production Operations) should be resolved.

FlPS

Federal Information Processing Standard

Flow charts

A control flow diagram in which suitable annotated geometrical
figures are used to represent operations, data, or equipment,
and arrows indicate the sequential flow from one to another

Functional diagrams

Graphic depictions of functional components of a system

IDEF

Integrated computer manufacturing Definition
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Glossary of Terms
Table 4

Glossary (Continued)
~

Term

~~

Definition

IDEF1X

Pad of the IDEF set of standards; an entity-relationship
diagramming standard

IEEE

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers-an
organization of engineering and electronics professionals;
notable for developing standards relating to software
engineering

IEF

Information Engineering Facility-a

11s

Integrated Information Services

Implementation

The process of converting a software design into executable
code

Methodology

A set of measurable core process definitions to be applied to

Metric

A quantitative measure to the degree to which a system,

N IAM

Natural-language Information Analysis Methodology

software development tool

software developed at Sandia

component, or process possesses a given attribute

Project management

The processes by which projects are administered from
conceptualization through maintenance and retirement

Pseudocode

A combination of programming language constructs and

Quality assurance

natural language used to express a computer program design
A planned and systematic pattern of all actions necessary

to provide adequate confidence that an item or product
conforms to established technical requirements
A set of activities designed to evaluate the process by
which products are developed or manufactured

Rapid prototyping

A type of prototyping using powerful tools and processes to

SDD

Software Design Description-A representation of software
created to facilitate analysis, planning, implementation, and
decision making; used for communication of software design
information, and may be thought of as a blueprint or model of
the system

SLP

Sandia Laboratories Policy

Software engineering

The application of a systematic, disciplined, quantifiable
approach to the development, operation, and maintenance of
software

accelerate the task; emphasis is placed on developing
prototypes early in the development process to permit early
feedback and analysis in support of the development process

Glossary of Term

Table 4
Term

20

Glossary (Continued)
Definition

SRS

Software Requirements Specification-Documentation of the
essential requirements (functions, performance, design
constraints, and attributes) of the software and its external
interfaces

Standards

Mandatory requirements emptayed and enforced to prescribe
a disciplined and uniform approach to software development;
Mandatory conventions and practices

Structure charts

Graphic depictions of the modules which comprise a software
system

Verification

The process of evaluating a system or component to
determine whether the products of a given development phase
satisfy the conditions imposed at the start of that phase

Software and Information Life Cycle
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Appendix A
Example of Deliverable Set io Complete the Analysis Phase
and io Use at the Conceptual Design Review
This example includes Deliverables 1 through 6. They meet the guidelines for reviews
with customers or technical staff, as described in the Software and Information Life
Cycle analysis phase.
This classroom example was chosen because it is documented thoroughly (through
efforts of the X3T2 Committee of the International Standards Organization, ISO,
chaired by John Sharp).
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A-1

Problem Statement

Deliverable 1

Problem Statement
Deliverable I
The problem statement contains a problem narrative, a textual deliverable that states the
business problem in concise terms. A context diagram shows the scope of the system and
which objects flow between the system and an external system interface. A high-level
function diagram shows the decomposition of the system into major sub-processes. Large
problems should be decomposed into subsystems that can be defined in two to three pages
each.

Problem Statement-Purpose
The intent of a problem statement is to establish an initial and mutually acceptable
understanding between the analyst and the customer(s) as to the nature and scope of the
system. It establishes a bound (fuzzy, to be sure) to the capabilities of the system. It gives
the analyst a starting point for determining the major components of the system. It also
launches the customedanalyst modeling sessions to clarify and verify all information and
processes that the customer will require and agree to own.
The problem statement has value beyond the development period. It is a project resource
that can and should be reused in socializing and training for application of the system; it is
a good introduction for user manuals. Versions of this statement should be maintained to
keep it current with the system “as built.”

Content Guide
The problem statement should include:

A high-level, simplified description of the major functions the system is to
perform, its boundaries, and its interfaces
Identification of users and operators, including their departmental
(individual) business or operations
Description of phasing if intended (large or complex systems may be
developed in several phases).
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Deliverable I

Problem Statement

Problem Narrative-Version 0
Deliverable 1
Narrative from initial meeting with the customer
Japan Wines, Inc., is a wine distribution center that needs a system for maintaining
product accountability. The system should maintain accountability of products, orders,
deliveries including orders from customers and orders to wineries, and updates to
products, customers, and wineries.
The system does not include issues that deal with employees, product pricing, and
customer and winery bills and payments.
The system should provide the means to keep a current list of the products offered by
Japan Wines. It should allow orders to be taken from customers over the phone. Customer
orders should be logged. The system should assign deliveries to delivery trucks, and it
should be able to record which deliveries have been completed, and which have not. It
should keep track of available, assigned, and total inventory levels, and automatically
adjust these levels as orders are placed and product is delivered. When available
inventory falls below minimum levels, the system should automatically generate orders
for more wine, and fax these orders to the appropriate wineries. Wine orders should be
logged. Once it is confirmed that a wine order has been received, the system should
automatically update the inventory levels accordingly.
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Deliverable 1

Problem Sfatement
~~

Problem Narrative-Version 1
Deliverable I
Narrative with revisions, resulting from analysis phase
[ 13 Japan Wines, Inc. is a wine distribution center that needs a system for maintaining

product accountability. [2] The system is to maintain accountability of products, orders,
deliveries including orders from customers and orders to wineries, and updates to
products, customers and wineries. [3] Issues that deal with product pricing, customer and
winery bills and payments, and employees are not to be included in this system; a single
order will not exceed the capacity of a truck; and the wine distribution center does not
accept backorders.
[4] Customers call in to order products and when the order is completed it is confirmed.
[5] Each order has a unique customer order number, and the date of the order is
automatically entered. [6] The customer's telephone number is obtained either
automatically by caller identification or by a direct request; it is used to assist in
identifying the unique customer number, the customer name, and the customer delivery
address. [7] If the customer phone number does not enable the retrieval of the customer
number, then it is asked if the customer has ordered products before. [8] If the customer
has, then the customer information is updated, if not, a new customer number is created
and the customer name and delivery address are entered. [9] Products are ordered by first
entering the product number which is used to display the product name. [lo] The quantity
requested is then entered. [ 111 The inventory is checked to see if the available inventory
quantity (total inventory minus inventory assigned to pending deliveries) is sufficient for
the request. [12] If the requested quantity is not currently available, then what is available
is offered to the customer. [13] After all of the products are ordered and confirmed, the
order is logged and the available inventory quantities are reduced to reflect the order. [ 141
This wine distribution center does not accept backorders.
[ 151 At the end of the day, winery orders are automatically faxed to the wineries when the

available inventory quantity is less than the minimum stock quantity for any product.
[16] The quantity ordered is the maximum stock quantity reduced by the available
inventory quantity. [17] The winery order has a unique winery order number, and the date
of the order is automatically entered. [18] Wineries are identified by their phone
numbers. [19] The winery name and the winery fax number appear along with the phone
number on the winery order. [20] Each product is obtained from only one winery,
wineries receive only one order per day no matter how many products are ordered, and
the winery orders are automatically logged.
[21] Each morning before customer orders are accepted, and only once per day, an
inventory status report is printed and all unfilled customer orders are assigned to a
delivery truck identified by a truck number. [22] The inventory status report includes all
products in inventory and specifies the total, assigned, and available quantities. [23] It
also specifies the minimum and maximum stock quantities and the quantities ordered the
previous day. [24] Assigned quantities for each product are pulled, then each customer
A-4
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Deliverable 1

Problem Statement

order is prepared and loaded onto the assigned truck. [25]If the order is successfully
delivered then the delivery instruction ticket is checked 'Completed.' [26]If the order
isn't delivered then the delivery instruction ticket is checked 'Re-Deliver.' [27] The
checked delivery instruction tickets are used to log the successfully delivered orders. [28]
Each delivered order depletes both the total inventory and the assigned inventory; the
available inventory is unchanged.
[29] New products are introduced frequently. [30]For each new product a product
number is created; the product name, minimum and maximum stock quantities are set.
[31]An initial inventory quantity can be entered. [32]The winery supplying the product
is also entered. [33]If the product comes from a new winery, then its name, phone
number, and fax number are entered. [34]Product information can also be updated to
reflect modifications to product names, changes in the minimum and maximum stock
quantities, or adjustments to reflect actual total inventory. [35]Wineries are also added or
updated when necessary.

[36]Every product ordered on the same day from the same winery is placed on a single
winery order. [37]Once receipt of a winery order is confirmed, the total and the available
inventory quantities are adjusted to reflect the products that have been received; the
receiving date is automatically entered and the receipt of the order is logged.
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Problem Statement

Deliverable 1

Context Diagram
Deliverable I
This shows the scope of the system and which objects flow between the system and an
external system interface. Dashed lines indicate business actions not covered in this
example set.

Context Diagram-Japan Wines, Inc., Example

Figure 2
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Problem Statement

Deliverable 1

Deliverable I
This example shows the decomposition of the Wine Distribution System into major sub-processes. This depicts the central part of Figure 2 on page A-6.
Figure 3

Wine Distribution System-Japan Wines, Inc., Example

Wine Distribution
System
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A-7

Business Rules

Deliverable 2

Business Rules
Deliverable 2
Formal natural language sentences with examples specify aspects of each object to be
maintained in the information system. These sentences, together with initial storyboards
or cartoons and flow diagrams, are also used to document the business rules and verify
them with the customer. The initial storyboards or cartoons and flow diagrams with
process and event information (not shown here) are refined throughout the analysis and
design processes into Deliverable 6, presentation sets with event and process lists (see
“Presentation Sets” on page A-38). General constraints and derivation rules are included
in textual form or as a reference to the process list.
The formal natural language sentences with examples require an object listing with
definitive information about each object. The listing includes the object’s label,
description, type, domain, and value constraints, along with examples.
Note: In this example, objects are labeled as entities.
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Business Rules

Deliverable 2

Entities with Label Names
ENTITY
Address

LABEL

--

A street address or location.
Examples: 111 Erst Street
88 Easy Street
12 Carter Lane

SuperType:
Values:
Domain: Alphanumeric characters (maximum 100)

~

~~~

Customer
A person or company that buys wine from Japan Wines. Inc.

customer-#
Examples: 89
92

SuperType:
Values:

n

Domain: Automatic numbering, starting with 1 with increments of plus 1, maximum of 999999

Customer-Order
customer-order-#
An order that is taken from a customer for the purchase of wine from Japan Wines, Inc.
Examples: 5742
5788
5790

SuperType:
Values:
Domain: Automatic numbering, starting with 1 with increments of plus 1. maximum of 999999

Customer-Order-Line
A particular order line of a particular customer order (nominalizationof FT7).

customer-order-#-and-product-#
.Examples: 5742 orders 3x21
5742 orders 3x33
5790 orders 3x33

SuperType:
Values:

Domain: Exists in Customer-Order-# and shares its domain; and exists in Product-# and shares its domain.

Date

A calendar date expressed with the day, month. year.

date-code
Examples: 17-May-1994
21-June-1994
03-January-1995

SuperType:
Values:

Domain: ~ W o - d i &day (1-31)1-[full month name (January. February. March, April, May, June, July. August, September,
October. November. December)]-[four-digit year (1700-2100)]
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Business Rules

Deliverable 2

ENTITY

LABEL

Delivered-Customer-Order
A subtype of Customer-Order, one which has been delivered to the customer.

customer-order-#
Examples: 5742
5788

5790

Domuin: Exists in Customer-Order

--

Name
A full name

Examples: Joe’s Bar
green chili wine
Sam’s Winery

SuperType:
Values:
Domain: Alphanumeric characters (maximum of 20)

Phone
A telephone number.

phone-#
Examples: 721 3652

SuperType :
Values:

484-2566
888-3866

Domain: Alphanumeric characters (maximum of 20)

product-#

Product
An item that Japan Wines. Inc. sells to its customers.

Examples: 3x21

SuperType:
Values:

3x33
4x35

Domain: Alphanumeric characters (maximum of 10)

Quantity
An amount.

quantity-#
Examples: I9
100

SuperType:
Values:

4

Domuin: Whole numbers, minimum of -999999. maximum of 999999

A-1 0
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Deliverable 2

Business Rules

ENTITY
Received-Winery-Order
Subtype of Winery Order, one which has been received by Japan Wmes, Inc.

LABEL
winery-order-#
Examples: 7555
6698
8101

Domain: l3ists in Winery-Order

Truck
A delivery truck owned by Japan Wines, Inc.

truck-#

SuperType:
Values:
Domain: Automatic numbering, starting with 1 with increments of plus 1. maximum of 999999

Examples: 4
1
3

Unfilled-and-Unassigned-Customer-Order-Quantity
quantity-#
A customer order that is both unfilled (not delivered) and unassigned. This is a derived transitory fact.

Examples: 100
12
33

SuperType:
Values:
Domain: Zero or positive whole numbers. maximum of 999999

Winery
A place of business that produces and sells their wines.

phone-#
Examples: 321 4763
5557112
399 3092

SuperType:
Values:
Domain: Alphanumeric characters (maximum of 20)

Winery-Order
An order placed by Japan Wines, Inc. to a winery.

winery-order9

SuperType:
Values:
Domain: Automatic numbering, starting with 1 with increments of plus 1. maximum of 999999

Software and Information Life Cycle
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Final Example Sentences by First Entity
Customer-Order is created on Date.
1
Source # 5
Customer-Order
yes
customer-order-#
1
2

5742
5742

3

4151

5

5788

-

5790

Customer-Order must be created on exactly one Date.
Date may be for creation of any number of Customer-Orders.

Date

date-code
17-May-1994
21-June-1994
17-May-I994
03-January-I995

-

Comment: The date is automatically entered by the information system.

2

Customer-Order is for Customer.
Customer-Order
yes
customer-order-#

Source # 4

1

2

3
4

5

5
m

5742
5742
5788

-

5 0
5790
Customer-Order must be for exactly one Customer.
Customer may have any number of Customer-Orders.

Customer

customer-#
89
92
89
77

-

Comment:

3

Customer has Name.
Source # 6
Customer
yes
customer-#
1

2

3
4

5

€3
B

0

89
89
92

-

77

Customer must have exactly one Name.
Name may be for any number of Customers.
Comment:

Name

--

Joe’s Bar
Phil’s Pub
Joe’s Bar
Penelope Hartwig

-

4

Customer is reached at Phone.

Source # 6
1

2
3

yes

0

4 B
5

Customer

phone-#

89
89
92

721 3652
484-2566
721 3652
888-3866

-

77

Customer must be reached at exactly one Phone.
Phone may be for reaching exactly one Customer.
Comment:

Customer receives deliveries at Address.
5
Source # 6
Customer
yes
customer-#
1
2

3

H
0

4 w

5

0

3

77

-

-

3x21
3x21
3x33

-

4 B
5 0
4x35
Product must have exactly one Name.
Name may be for any number of Products.
Comment:
1

-Address
P.0. Box 1662

Customer must receive deliveries at exactly one Address.
Address may be where deliveries are received by any number of Customers.
Comment:

2 0

-

89
89
92

6
Product has Name.
Source # 9
Product
yes
product-#
1

Phone

customer-#

111 First Street

111 First Street
12 Carter Lane

Name

-

green chile wine
potato wine
green chile wine
dandelion wine

-

I

7

Customer-Order orders Product.

Source # 4
Yes

1
2
3
4

E

5
5
E

Customer-Order

Product
product-#

5742
5742
5788

3x21
3x33
3x21
4x35

c ustomer-order-#

-

5 0
5790
Customer-Order must order one or more Products.
Product may be ordered from any number of Customer-Orders.
Comment: This fact is nominalized to Customer-Order-Line.

Product is available in Quantity.
8
Source # 11
Product
Yes

1 @

2
3
4

5

9

product-#

E

3x21
3x21
3x33

a

4x35

E

-

Product must be available in exactly one Quantity.
Quantity may be available for any number of Products.
Comment: P16.

-

Quantity
quantity-#
79
100
79
4

-

Product is assigned in Quantity.

Source U 11
Yes

1
2
3
4
5

0
IH
5

Product
prodW9

Quantity
quantity-#

3x21
3x21
3x33

79
100
79

-

4x35

Product must be assigned in exactly one Quantity.
Quantity may be assigned for any number of Products.
Comment: Sum of all assigned quantities for unfilled orders.

4

-

10

Product has total of Quantity.

Source # 11
Yes

1
2
3
4

5

IXI
H

Product

Quantity

3x21
3x21
3x33

79
100
79

4x35

-

product-#

-

Product must have total of exactly one Quantity.
Quantity may be total for any number of Products.
Comment:

11

1

2
3

H

4Da
5 cl

s

UI

Source # 16
Yes

-L

quantity-#

3x21
3x21
3x33

79
100
79

-

4x35

4

-

Product

Quantity

product-#

quantity-#
79
100
79
4

2
3

H

3x21
3x21
3x33

5

0

4x35

4EJ

P

Quantity

product-#

Product has maximum stock of Quantity.

1

UI

Product

Product must have minimum stock of exactly one Quantity.
Quantity may be minimum stock for any number of Products.
Comment:

12

4

Product has minimum stock of Quantity.

Source # 15
Yes

P

quantity-#

-

Product must have maximum stock of exactly one Quantity.
Quantity may be maximum stock for any number of Products.
Comment:

-

f.
x

13 Winery-Order has Date.
Source # 17
Winery-Order
1

yes

winery-order-#

IxI

7555

2 0

7555

3

6698

-

4IxI
5 0

8101

Winery-Order must have exactly one Date.
Date may be for any number of Winery-Orders.
Comment.' The date of the winery order is entered automatically.

14

Date
date-code

17-May-I994
21-June-I 994
17-May-I994
O3January-I995

-

Winery-Order is for Winery.
18

Winery-Order
winery-order-#

Winery
phone-#

1

H
0

7555
7555
6698

5

0

321 4763
555 7112
321 4763
399 3092

SOUrCe #

2
3
4

yes

-

H

8101

Winery-Order must be for exactly one Winery.
Winery may receive any number of Winery-Orders.

-

Comment:
~~

15 Winery has Name.
Source # 19
Winery
Yes

1

2

3
4

5

5
H

phone:#
321 4763
321 4763
5557112

-

3993092

Winery must have exactly one Name.
Name may be for any number of Wineries.
Comment:

Name

-

Sam's Winery
Napa Valley Vineyards
Sam's Winery
Sonoma Winery

Winery receives faxes at Phone.
Source # 19
winery
Yes
phoned
1 H
321 4763
16

2
3 (xI
4 H
5

321 4763
5557112

-

3993092

Winery must receive faxes at exactly one Phone.
Phone may be for receiving faxes at any number of Wneries.

Phone
phone-#

721 3652
484-2566
721 3652
888-3866

-

Comment:

17 Product has current daily winery Quantity.
Source # 20
Yes
1

2
3
4
5

Product
Product-#

H

3x21
3x21
3x33

0

4x35

H

-

Quantity

quantity-#
79
100
79
4

-

Product must have current d y winery order of exactly one Quantity.
Quantity may be current daily winery order for any number of Products.

Comment:

P23.

18 Product has existing winery on-order Quantity.
Source H 20
Yes
1

2
3 H
4(xI
5 0

Product
product-#

Quantity

3x21
3x21
3x33

79
100
79
4

-

4x35

Product must have existing winery on-order of exactly one Quantity.
Quantity may be existing winery on-order for any number of Products.

Comment:

P23.

quantity-#

-

19 Product is purchased from Winery.
Source # 15, 17 Product
yes

1 [XI
2 0
3 Ed
4[XI
5

0

product-#
3x21
3x21
3x33

-

4x35

Product must be purchased from exactly one Winery.
Winery may sell any number of Products.
Comment:

Winery
phone-#
321 4763
555 71 12
321 4763
399 3092

-

..

20

Winery-Order orders Product in Quantity

Source # 20
1
2
3
4

Product

Quantity

Yes winery-order-#

product-#

M

quantity-#

3x21
3x21
3x33
3x21

100
12
100
100

-

100

0
69

5n

6 M
7
8

Winery-Order

.

0

7555
7555
7555
8101

-

8101

3x21

Winery-Order must order at least one Product which must be ordered in exactly one Quantity.
Quantity may be for one or more Products which may be ordered from one or more Winery-Orders.
Comment:

21

Customer-Order is sent on Date delivered by Truck

Source ft 24

Customer-Order

Yes customer-order-#

1
2
3
4

5

69
0

669

7

Date

.
Truck

date-code

truck-#

5742
5742
5742
5790

17-May-1994
21June-1994
17-May-1994
03January-1995

4
1

-

-

5790

17-May-94

8n
Customer-Or,;r must be sent on at least one Date, which must be deliverel. "y exactly one Truck.
Truck may deliver one or more Customer-Orders which are sent on at least one Date.
Comment:

4
4
4

-

Deliverable 2

Business Rules
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Customer-Order-Line has ordered Quantity.

Source # 12
yes

1 Ixi
2 0
3 eS
4Ixi

Customer-Order-Line
customer-order-#-and-product_#

Quantity
quantity-#

5742orders3X21
5742orders3X21
5742orders3X33

79

-

5 0
5790orders3X33
Customer-Order-Line must have ordered exactly one Quantity.
Quantity may be ordered for any number of Customer-Order-Lines.

100

79
4

-

Comment:

26

Customer-Order-Line has available Quantity.

Source # 11
yes

1
2 0
3 Ixi
4 H

5 0

Customer-Order-Line

Quantity
quantity-#

5742orders3X21
5742orders3X21
5742orders3X33

79

customer-order-#-and-product_#

-

5790orders3X33
Customer-Order-Line must have available exactly one Quantity.
Quantity may be available for any number of Customer-Order-fines.
Comment: Total Quantity - Assigned Quantity = Available Quantity.

27

100

79
4

-

Customer-Order-Line has requested Quantity.

Source 11,12
yes
1 H
2 c]
3 Ixi
4eS

Customer-Order-Line
customer-order-#-and-prodwt-#

Quantity
quantity-#

5742orders3X21
5742orders3X21
5742orders3X33

79
100
79
4

-

5 [1
5790orders3X33
Customer-Order-Line must have requested exactly one Quantity.
Quantity may be requested for any number of Customer-Order-fines.

Comment:

-

Deliverable 2

Business Rules
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Conceptual Information Model

Conceptual Information Model
Deliverable 3
The primary deliverables are the constrained sentences in textual form and in a natural
language model diagram. These communicate analysis results concisely to the designer.
“Information systems are systems which support the effective communication of
meaningful information between human beings by design. If these information systems
are to be truly effective, then the principles governing their construction and use must be
derived from the principles of human communication and not from the principles of
computerized data processing. Our most fundamental axiom is:
Information systems are systems which support the communication of linguistic
sentences (called facts) between humans.

,

... in order to restrict ourselves to the effective communication of meaningful
information via these information systems we must define a formal representation of the
common world model to be shared by the computer and the human. This common world
model is called a conceptual schema. For the human user, the conceptual schema
explicitly defines the set of meaningful sentences which can be communicated via the
machine (or, for that matter, can be stored within the machine). For the computer, the
conceptual schema explicitly defines the permitted states of the database contents and the
permitted transitions between those states.” (Reference 14; see “References” on page A“

15).

Sentences and their constraints in textual form (facts) follow.

Software and Information Life Cycle
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DeliverabIe 3

Conceptual Information Model

Constrained Sentences
Deliverable 3
Note:

* items have derivation rules.

Customer has Name
Customer is mandatory
Customer is unique
Customer has voice Phone
Customer is mandatory
Customer is unique
Phone is unique
Customer Order is created on Date
Customer Order is mandatory
Customer Order is unique
Customer Order is for Customer
Customer Order is mandatory
Customer Order is unique
Customer Order is sent on Date by Truck
Each Customer Order, Date combination is unique
Customer Order orders Product
Customer Order is mandatory
Each Customer Order, Product combination is unique
Customer Order was achieved
Customer receives deliveries at Address
Customer is mandatory
Customer is unique
Customer-OrderLine has available Quantity
Customer-Order-Line is mandatory
Customer-Order-Line is unique

A-24
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Conceptual Information Model
~~

Customer-Order-Line has ordered Quantity
Customer-Order-Line is mandatory
Customer-Order-Line is unique
Customer-OrderLine has requested Quantity
Customer-Order-Line is mandatory
Customer-Order-Line is unique
Delivered-Customer-Order exists
Product has current daily winery order Quantity
Product is mandatory
Product is unique
Product has existing winery on-order Quantity
Product is mandatory
Product is unique
Product has maximum stock Quantity
Product is mandatory
Product is unique
Product has minimum stock Quantity
Product is mandatory
Product is unique
Product has Name
Product is mandatory
Product is unique
Product has total Quantity *
Product is mandatory
Product is unique
Derived by rule 'total Quantity = sumpinery Order Quantity) where Winery
Order is received - sum(Customer Order Line has ordered Quantity) where
Customer Order is a Delivered Customer Order'
Product is assigned in Quantity *
Product is mandatory
Product is unique
Derived by rule 'assigned Quantity = sum(Customer Order Quantity) where
Customer Order Item = Item and not(Customer Order delivery was
accomplished)'

Software and Information Life Cycle
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Deliverable 3

Conceptual Information Model

Product is available in Quantity *
Product is mandatory
Product is unique
Derived by rule ‘available Quantity = total Quantity - assigned Quantity’
Product is purchased from Winery
Product is mandatory
Product is unique
Received-Winery-Order is received on Date
Received-Winery-Order is mandatory
Received-Winery-Order is unique
Winery has fax Phone
Winery is mandatory
Winery is unique
Winery has Name
Winery is mandatory
Winery is unique
Winery Order has Date

Winery Order is mandatory
Winery Order is unique

Winery Order is for Winery
Winery Order is mandatory
Winery Order is unique
Winery Order orders Product in Quantity
Winery Order is mandatory
Each Winery Order, Product combination is unique

A-26
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Deliverable 3

Conceptual Information Model

Natural Language Model Diagram
Deliverable 3
We show a Natural-language Information Analysis Methodology (NIAM) model, which
is one form of a conceptual model in diagram form. This diagram provides the designer
with another view that demonstrates the data relationships and data roles.

Notes: * denotes a “derived fact.”
The FTxx numbers shown in the diagram reference those defined in the formal
natural language sentences in Deliverable 2.

...is sent dn...by...
FT21

Customer-Order-Line

FT7

I

\

Logical Information Model-IDEFlX Diagram

Deliverable 4

Logical Information Model-IDEFI X
Diagram
Deliverable 4
The database structure (without vendor software or implementation considerations) is
documented with a diagram of the form used in IDEFlX (a FIPS representation of an ER
model). IDEF stands for Integrated DEFinition method. The original concept has been
expanded from the IDEFO (Process Modeling) to other models such as IDEFlX, used to
model/design processes as carried out by an automated process. This diagram shows the
objects and attributes with foreign key relationships.
The IDEFlX format shown here is a standard chosen for government agencies.

Note: Keys are listed first in each table with a line following the last item in the key. Data
items which uniquely identify an object are usually the primary key. The following
describes the symbols used in an IDEFlX diagram.
PKxx

Primary key; key that uniquely identifies one object from
another

AKxx

Alternate key; a secondary identifier

FKxx

Foreign key; key of another entity when it migrates into a
given entity as a result of a relationship between the two
entities

Parent

An entity on the 1-end of a 1-to-many relationship

Child

An entity on the many end of a 1-to-many relationship
Identifying relationships (foreign key is part of primary key)
Non-identifying relationships (foreign key is not part of
primary key)

Cardinality

a
.

P

-

or

_ _ -aP

or

-

-G

o r - -
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The quantifier in a relationship between two entities; a
quantifier answers the question, "How many?"
Existence of a t least one matching child required if parent
exists (1: 1 or more)
Existence of maximum of one child matching parent
(1: 0 or 1)
1: 0 or more
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Deliverable 4

Diagram

customer
customer: smallint NOT NULL
has-name: varchar(20) NOT NULL

has-name: varchar(20) NOT NULL
has-fax-phone: varchar(20) NOT NULL
I

I
I

II

!

I

I

i

winery order

S$pelip

I
I

winery-order: smallint NOT NULL
has-date: datetime NOT NULL
is-for-winery: varchar(20) NOT NULL (FK)
is-received-on-date:
datetime NULL

I
I

I

I

I

4
has-minimum-stock-quantity:
has-maximum-stock-quantity:

fills

L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ - -

I

1

_.

ustomer order
smallint NOT NULL
smallint NOT NULL

I

I
I
I

I

0

is-for-customer: smallint NOT NULL (FK)
was-achieved: tinyint NOT NULL
was-delivered: tinyint NOT NULL

-.. - . .

has-existing-on-order-q

has-total-in-stock-quanl

-

-

in-quantity: smallint NOT NULL

customer order linecustomer-order: smallint NOT NULL (FK)
orders product smallint NOT NULL (FK)

shi

I
jed-On

I

has-ordered-quantity: smallint NOT NULL
has-available-quantiv. smallint NOT NULL
f
has-requested-quantity: smallint NOT NULL i

\
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Deliverable 5

Elementary Processes
Deliverable 5
Elementary processes represent the smallest units of work which can be executed to
modify the content of the information base and which will leave the information base in a
state consistent with integrity rules.
The following elementary processes define the CreateReadKJpdateDelete (CRUD)
processes used on each core object. They form the basis for the CRUD matrix in
Deliverable 7, and they can be generated from the Information Model.

Note: * items are processes which include the enforcement of the mandatory relationships
P. (For example, the
between tables. These are shown in the IDEFlX diagram as 4
winery-order cannot be created until at least one winery-order-line exists; the
customer-order cannot be created until at least one customer-order-line exists.)
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Elementary Processes

Deliverable 5

Process Definition from Data Model
Create-0 bjects
Create-Customer
Create: Customer (id)
Create: has Name
Create: has voice Phone
Create: receives deliveries at Address
Create-Customer-Order

*

Create: Customer Order (id)
Create: is created on Date
Create: is for Customer
Create: was achieved
until no more Customer Order Line to create
Create-Customer-Order-Line for this Customer Order (id)
Create-Customer-Order-Line
Create: Customer Order (id)
Create: orders Product (id)
Create: has requested Quantity
Create: has available Quantity
Create: has ordered Quantity
Create-Customer-Order-is-sent-on-Date
Create: Customer Order (id)
Create: is sent on Date
Create: by Truck (id)
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Elementary Processes

Deliverable 5

Create-Delivered-Customer-Order
Create: Customer Order (id)
Create-Product
Create: Product (id)
Create: has current daily winery order Quantity
Create: has existing winery on-order Quantity
Create: has maximum stock Quantity
Create: has minimum stock Quantity
Create: has Name
Create: has total Quantity
Create: is assigned in Quantity
Create: is available in Quantity
Create: is purchased from Winery
Create-Received-Winery -Order
Create: Winery Order
Create: is received on Date
Create-Winery
Create: Winery (Phone)
Create: has fax Phone
Create: has Name
Create-Winery-Order

*

Create: Winery Order (id)
Create: is placed on Date
Create: is for Winery
until no more Winery orders Product to create
Create-Winery-Order-orders-Product for this Winery-Order (id)
Create-Winery-0 rder-order s-Product
Create: Winery Order (id)
Create: orders Product (id)
Create: in Quantity

Read-Objects
Read-Objects-Customer
Read: Customer (id)
Read: has Name
Read: has voice Phone
Read: receives deliveries at Address

Software and Information Life Cycle
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Deliverable 5

Elementary Processes

Read-Customer-Order

*

Read: Customer Order (id)
Read: is created on Date
Read: is for Customer
Read: was achieved
until no more Customer Order Line to read
Read-Customer-OrderLine for this Customer Order (id)
Read-Customer-Order-Line
Read: Customer Order (id)
Read: orders Product (id)
Read: has requested Quantity
Read: has available Quantity
Read: has ordered Quantity

Read-Customer-Order-is-sent-on-Date
Read: Customer Order (id)
Read: is sent on Date
Read: by Truck (id)

Read-Delivered-Customer-Order
Read: Customer Order (id)
Read-Product
Read: Product (id)
Read: has current daily winery order Quantity
Read: has existing winery on-order Quantity
Read: has maximum stock Quantity
Read: has minimum stock Quantity
Read: has Name
Read: has total Quantity
Read: is assigned in Quantity
Read: is available in Quantity
Read: is purchased from Winery
Read-Received-Winery-Order
Read: Winery Order
Read: is received on Date
Read-Winery
Read: Winery (Phone)
Read: has fax Phone
Read: has Name
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Deliverable 5

Read-Winery-Order

*

Read: Winery Order (id)
Read: is placed on Date
Read: is for Winery
until no more Winery orders Product to read
Read-Winery-Order-orders-Product for this Winery-Order (id)

Read-Winery-Order-orders-Produc t
Read: Winery Order (id)
Read: orders Product (id)
Read: in Quantity

Update-0 bjects
Update-Customer
Read: Customer (id)
Update: has Name
Update: has voice Phone
Update: receives deliveries at Address
Update-Customer-Order

*

Read: Customer Order (id)
Update: is created on Date
Update: is for Customer
Update: was achieved
until no more Customer Order Line Updates
Create-Customer-Order-Line for this Customer Order (id) or
Update-Customer-Order-Line for this Customer Order (id) or
Delete-Customer-Order-Line for this Customer Order (id)
Update-Cus tomer-Order-Line
Read: Customer Order (id)
Read: orders Product (id)
Update: has requested Quantity
Update: has available Quantity
Update: has ordered Quantity
,

Update-Customer-Order-is-sent-on-Date
Read: Customer Order (id)
Read: is sent on Date
Update: by Truck (id)
Update-Delivered-Customer-Order
Read: Customer Order (id)
Software and Information Life Cycle
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Elementary Processes

Deliverable 5
~~

Update-Product
Read: Product (id)
Update: has current daily winery order Quantity
Update: has existing winery on-order Quantity
Update: has maximum stock Quantity
Update: has minimum stock Quantity
Update: has Name
Update: has total Quantity
Update: is assigned in Quantity
Update: is available in Quantity
Update: is purchased from Winery
Update-Received-Winery-Order
Read: Winery Order (id)
Update: is received on Date
Update-Winery
Read: Winery (Phone)
Update: has fax Phone
Update: has Name
Update-Winery-Order

*

Read: Winery Order (id)
Update: is placed on Date
Update: is for Winery
until no more Winery Order orders Product to update
Create-Winery-Order-orders-Product for this Winery-Order (id) or
Update-Winery-Order-orders-Product for this Winery-Order (id) or
Delete-Winery-Order-orders-Product for this Winery-Order (id)
Update-Winery-Order-orders-Product
Read: Winery Order (id)
Read: orders Product (id)
Update: in Quantity
Delete-Objects
Delete-Customer
Delete: Customer (id)
Delete-Customer-Order

*

Delete: Customer Order (id)
until no more Customer Order Line
Delete-Customer-Order-Line for this Customer Order (id)
A-36
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Elementary Processes

Delete-Customer-Order-Line

*

If count > 1 or Customer Order (id) is deleted
Delete: Customer Order (id) with
Delete: orders Product (id)
Delete-Customer-Order-is-sent-on-Date
Delete: Customer Order (id)
Delete: is sent on Date
Delete-Delivered-Customer-Order
Delete: Customer Order (id)
Delete-Product
Delete: Product (id)
Delete-Received-Winery-Order
Delete: Winery Order (id)
Delete-Winery
Delete: Winery (Phone)
Delete-Winery-Order

*

Delete: Winery Order (id)
until no more Winery Order orders Product to delete
Delete-Winery-Order-orders-Product for this Winery Order (id)
Delete-Winery-Order-orders-Product

*

If count > 1 or Winery Order (id) is deleted
Delete: Winery Order (id) with
Delete: orders Product (id)

a
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Presentation Sets
Deliverable 6
Presentation sets consist of one Process/Actor State Transition Matrix per core entity, the
completed storyboard diagrams, and the event and process lists:
The Process/Actor State Transition Matrix will add rigorous definitions of
the processes related to each presentation set or object. In addition, from
the customer’s viewpoint, it helps integrate the actions performed and the
state of the information system for each elementary process.
Completed storyboard diagrams with annotated sets denoting groups of
data items to be treated as a single unit (as in elementary processes).
Standard templates, when available, will be applied to provide a consistent
“look and feel” with other systems.
Event and process lists are included to define the flow, derivations, and
actions as related to the storyboards.
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Deliverable 6

Process/Actor State Transition Matrix
Deliverable 6
Description

0

0

0

Add-on tool for your favorite Systems Analysis and Design methodology
One matrix for each major database entity, or each major object (see
"Logical Information Model-IDEFlX Diagram" on page A-29)
One column for each major actor (actors can be people or software
modules/systems)
One row for each major customer or system task (each thing that can
happen to the entitylobject)
Column for Beginning state (status) on the left; Ending state (status) on the
right
Not every row results in a state (status) change
Cells show what each actor does

Uses
0

0

0
0

Help customers and developers understand the system
Help define the requirements
Help think through business needs
Provide systematic, structured framework for process analysis
Get more detail in specifications
Help all parties communicate about requirements and specifications
Capture knowledge about the system for managers, customers, future
maintainers

Inputs Needed
0
0
0

0

Context diagram
Core requirements (more may .be found later)
Core data entities (more may be found later)
List of players (actors)
List of tasks or events
List of processes

Skil/s/Guidelines for Writing
0
0

Listen
Understand customers' needs
Communicate clearly in writing, u
Use customer's terminology
Avoid computerjargon
Avoid methodology's jargon

Software and Information Life Cycle
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Presentation Sets

Table 5

Customer ProcessfActor State Transition Matrix
(Valid Status List: Null, Active, Inactive)

Object Life
Cycle
Beginning
Event
State
crask)
Incoming
Status
9dd a new
wstomer

I

Customer

business
Confirm
customer
info

4ctive

Change info 4ctive
on existing
customer

Mark
customer as
Inactive

I

Order Clerk

enters
customer info

1

Japan Wines
Inc.
Application
Program
Dispatcher Stock Clerk
Attempts
nla
retrieve of
customer info
If not found,
create
customer

Read
customer

I
~

Ending
State
Resulting
Status
Active

Create
customer

Phones Japan Enters phone
Wines, Inc. to number
ask if address
is correct

n/a

nla

Retrieves
customer info

Read
customer

Active

Phones Japan
Wines, Inc.
with a name
or address
change

nla

nla

Retrieves
customer info
Updates
customer

Read
customer
Update
customer

Active

Enters phone
number
Enters new
name or
delivery
address

k

nactive
Delete a
customer, or
periodic
purge of all
inactive
customers
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Outside the project’s scope
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Presentation Sets

Table 6
Object Life
Cycle Event
CTask)

Customer Order Process/Actor State Transition Matrix
(Valid Status List: Null, Accepted, Achieved, Delivered)
Actions Taken-By Business Function

Beginning
State

Elementary
Processes

Ending
State

~

Japan Wines
Incoming
Status

Customer

Order Clerk

Dispatcher

Stock
Clerk

n/a

Inc.

Application
Program

Resultin!
Status

Attempts
retrieve of
customer info
If found,
creates order
If not found,
creates
customer &
creates order

Read customer Accepted

Phones
Japan Wines
Inc. to place
an order

Enters phone
nla
number on
Customer Order
screen
If not found,
enters customer
info

Calls to ask
when order
will be sent

Enters phone
number or
customer order
number

n/a

Retrieves
order info

Accepted

n/a

n/a

Enters a
delivery truck
number for a
date on
Delivery
Assignment
screen

Updates order Update
Achieved
customer order
by changing
was-achieved

Mark order as Achieved
delivered
(accomplished]

n/a

n/a

Enters order n/a
number on
Delivery
Logged screen

Updates order Update
Delivered
customer order
was-delivered

Delete Order

Outside the project's scope

Initiate order

Null

Create
customer order
Create
customer
Create
customer order

Initiate,
change, or
delete line
items for order
Answer inquiry Accepted
about order
Mark order
assigned for
delivery
(achieved)

I

Software and Information Life Cycle
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and/or
Read
customer order

by changing
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Deliverable 6

Table 7
Object Life
Cycle
Seginning
Event
state
(Task)
Incoming
Status
Initiate line
item info

I

Customer Order Line ProcessIActor State Transition Matrix
(Valid Status List: Null, Active)
Actions Taken-By Business Function

Customer
product
number &
how many of

it helshe

wants

Order Clerk

Dispatcher

Ila
Enters quantity
xdered
Vote: If not enough
Stock is available, the
4djust Quantity
2equested screen will
3op up & allow the
quantity to be changed

Stock
Clerk

Elementary
Processes
Japan Wines
Inc.
Application
Program

Ending
State
Resulting
status

Ila

aetrieves
woduct name

2reate
xstomer
xder line

Active

Answer
inquiry
sbout order
line

btive

Calls to ask Enters phone number
how many of 3r order number
a product
were ordered

I/a

I/a

Retrieves line
items for this
order

Read
customer
or
Read
customer
order

Active

Change line
item
quantity
because of
customer
request

Wive

Selects line to change I/a
Calls to
Enters new quantity on
change
quantity on a line item
line

ila

Retrieves line Update
item(s) for order customer
order line
Verifies that
order is not yet
delivered
Calculates
quantity
available
Updates line
item

Active

Update
Calculates
available
customer
order line
quantity
May create line
item

Active

ila
Tells customer how
many are available &
inputs new quantity or
cancels line

Adjust Line lctive
Item screen
pops up as
-lek tabs
3Ut of
quantity
when taking
an order

-da

Delete Line
Item

Calls to say Selects line to delete
product is not Clicks delete button
wanted,
or
to change
product to
another
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ila

Va

Retrieves line
items for
customer order
Deletes old line
Possibly
creates new line
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Delete
customer
order line
May create
customer
order line

Old line
Null, new
line Active
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Deliverable 6

Presentation Sets

Table 8

I

Customer Order Shipment ProcessIActor State Transition Matrix
(Valid Status List: Null, Active)

Object Life
Cycle
Beginning
Event
State
CraN
Incoming
status

Customer

I

~

Order Clerk

I

Japan Wines
1nc.Application
Dispatcher Stock Clerk
Program

An order is Null
placed on a
truck to be
sent out for
delivery

nla

I

Correct data Active
entry errortruck
number

Outside the project's scope

Answer
customer
request for
whenhow
order was
shipped

Active

Calls to find
out status of
order

Active

Outside the project's scope

erroneous
customer
order
shipment

Elementar]
Processes

Actions Taken-By Business Function

n/a

Software and Information Life Cycle

I

Records date &
truck number
for an
attempted
delivery of a
customer order

Ending
State
Resulting
Status

Create
customer
order
shipment

Active

Active

n/a

Read
customer
order
shipment

n/a

Active

Null
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Deliverable 6

Table 9
Object
Life Cycle
3eginning
Event
State
(Task)
incoming
Status
4dd a new dull
Hinery

Change
nfo on
axisting
winery
Delete a
winery, or
periodic
purge of
311 inactive
wineries
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Ictive

Winery Process/Actor State Transition Matrix
(Valid Status List: Null, Active)
Elementary
Processes

Actions Taken-By Business,Function

Customer

Japan
Wines Inc.
Winery
Application
Sales Staff Order Clerk Dispatcher Stock Clerk Program

Ending
State

Resulting
Status

Calls to
order a
product
from a
winery we
don't do
business
with

Visits or
sends
catalog with
products we
want to carry

Respondsto Va
customer by
entering
winery
phone
number
Enters
winery
name & fax/
phone

Responds
to winery
staff by
entering
winery
phone
number

Attempts
Create
retrieve of
winery
winery phone
number, but
it is not found,
Creates

ktive

n/a

Fax/phone
or winery
name has
changed

n/a

Enters
changed
winery info

Retrieves
winery info
Updates
winery

4ctive

ila

Outside the project's scope

Software and Information Life Cycle
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winery
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Presentation Sets

Table 10 Product ProcessiActor State Transition Matrix
(Valid Status List: Null, Active)
I

,

Object
Life Cycle
Event
Beginning
State
(Task)

Actionsfaken-By

Elementary
Processes

Business Function

Ending
State

Japan Wines
Incoming
Winery
Customer Sales Staff
Status

lrder Clerk Dispatcher

idd a new Vull
'roduct

'hones to
irder a
xoduct we
lon't carry

lisits or
inters
Ila
;ends
iroduct
:atalog with lame & info,
iew produci

ksign
ninimum
k
naximum
itock
luantities

Wve

Ila

JlaY
ecommend

:reate &
irint
iroduct
iventory
itatus

ktive

Adds a new
product

Create
Droduct

4ctive

inters
iroduct
lame
inters
luantities

Retrieves
product,
changes
quantities

Jpdate
iroduct

4ctive

da

Ila

ila

Each weekday 3ead
at 7:30 AM,
iroduct
retrieve info on
each product &
print report
Calculate total
number of
product on hand
Calculate total
product
committed to
customer orders
Calculate
available
product

4ctive

eport

lelete
iroduct

inters
iew
iroduct
lame &
nfo

i/a

luantities

i/a

Resultin:
status

Program

da

;tack

Ila

Clerk

htside the project's scope
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Presentation Sets

Table 11

Winery Order Process/Actor StateTransition Matrix
(Valid Status List: Null, Active, Faxed)

Object Life
Cycle
Beginning
Event
State
flask)
I

Incoming
Status

Elementary
Processes

Actions Taken-By Business Function

Customer

I

I

I

Order Clerk

I

Dispatcher

I

Ending
State

1

Japan Wines
Inc.
Application
Stock Clerk , Program

Resulting
Status

I

Place line
items on
order

Null

Note: See the Process/Actor State Diagrams for the Winery Order Line (Table 12)
and Product ( Table 10) objects

Mark order

Active

Fa< orderto winery-verify that fax winery order report was successfully sent 6 Create winery Faxed
winery
order
Update order placed date

IDelete order I

A-46

Active

I

Enters
Updates order Create
quantities received date received
received on
winery order
Receive
Winery
Shipment
screen

I

loutside the project’s scope
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Table 12
Object Life
Cycle
Event Beginning
State
(T'ask)
c

Winery Order Line ProcessIActor StateTransition Matrix
(Valid.Status List: Null, Active)

Incoming
Winery
Status Customer Sales Staff
Create line Null
item for
each
productto
be ordered

line item

inquiries
from winery
Delete line
item

I

Actions Taken-By Business Function

nJa

Ila

Drder Clerk Dispatcher

Stock
Clerk

Japan Wines
Inc. Application
Program
IAt 530 PM each
Wednesday, as
part of creating
winery order,
read each
product by winery
Calculatequantity
to order based
on available
quantity, onorder quantity, &
minimum &
maximumstock
levels

da

Outside the project's scope

nJa

Phonesto
nla
request new
copy of order

Elementary
Processes

Ending
State
Resultins
Status

Read winery IActive
order line
Create
winery order
line

\ctive

n/a

nla

Retrieves info
about products
on order from a
winery

Read winery ktive
order line

Outside the project's scope
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The format for these diagrams may be penciled or computerized drawings or electronic
prototype screens. Development of new requirements should be added easily to the
format chosen with the complete diagrams available in hard copy, at a minimum. These
diagrams evolve from the initial storyboards or cartoons in Deliverable 2 throughout the
analysis and design processes.

~~
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Corporate Functions

Product Accountability Icon-I 1

Product
Accountability

~~
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Product Accountability Menu-MI
~

Japan Wines, Inc.
Product Acco untabiI ity
(Customer Order )
Assign Truck
(Delivery Accomplished

]

Receive Winery Shipment

(Add/Update Product ]
(Add/Update Customer

)

(Add/Update Winery

A-50
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Customer Order Screen-SI

Customer Order

Customer Order No. 1 Customer No.
I
Customer Name
I
Phone
Delivery Address
I

Product No.
3x21
5271
7631

Software and Information Life Cycle

89

I

Date

I

Joe's Bar I
721 3652
111 First St.

Product
green chile wine
red wine
white wine

Quantity
76

21
5

4118/95
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Adjust Quantity Requested Screen-S2

Adjust Quantity Requested
Product No.
Product
Quantity Requested
Quantity Available

I
I

Quantity Ordered

1 3

1
I

A-52

7631

white wine
1 5
1 3
I

Cancel

I

I

I
I
I

OK

Software and Information Life Cycle

I
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lnvenfory Reporf-RI
>

Inventory Status

Product #

Name

3x21

green chile wine

5721

redwine

7631

white wine

Date 7-Sep-94

Available Assigned Total
Minimum Maximum Existing
Quantity Quantity Quantity Stock Qty. Stock Qty. On-Order Qb
100

0

100

50

100

0

50

20

70

60

150

105

5

55

60

30

75

40

Software and Information Life Cycle
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Delivery Truck Assignment Screen-S3

Delivery Truck Assignment

1-

Unfilled & Unassigned Customer Orders
Date

Truck
Customer Order No.
Customer No.
Customer Name
Phone
Delivery Address

Product No.

3x21
5271
7631

1-

85

Joe’s Bar

I 721 3652
I 111 First St. I
~~

Product

Quantity

green chile wine
red wine
white wine

76
21
5

OK

A-54
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I

Delivery lnsfrucfions Reporf-f?2

Delivery Instruction Ticket

m

Truck

Customer Order No.
Customer No.
Customer Name
Phone
Delivery Address

Product No.

Date

I 8-Sep-94 I

I

5472
I
1 85
Joe's Bar
721 3652
I 111 First St.
~

I
Quantity

Product
green chile wine
red wine
white wine

Completed

Software and Information Life Cycle

0

Re-Deliver
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Delivery Accomplished Screen-S4

Customer Order No.

A-56
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Log Anofher Delivery Screen-S5

Log Another Delivery?
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Winery Order Report-R3
I

Winery Order
Japan Wines, Inc.
Customer Order No.

I

1

Product No.
5271
7631

Date

321 8789

I

Product

Quantity

green chile wine
red wine
white wine

100
121
75

I

A-58

17-Sep-94)

1 Sam’s Winery I

Winery
Phone
Fax
3x21

1-

I

Software and Information Life Cycle
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Receive Winery Shipment Screen-S6

Receive Winery Shipment
Order Request No.
Winery Name
Winery Phone

Product No.
3x21
5271
7631

Software and Information Life Cycle

1-

Date

I
I

Sam'sWinery
321 9987

I

-9-Sep-941

I

Product

Quantity

green chile wine
red wine
white wine

100
121
75
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Add/Update Product Information Screen-S7

Add/Update Product Information
Product No.
l--l
Product Name 7
Assigned Quantity I

1

Total Quantity
Minimum Stock Quantity
Maximum Stock Quantity

7

I

u

Purchased from
Winery (phone)

7

T

1

1

I

1 Cancel I

A-60
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Add Winery Screen-CP

Add Winery Screen

7

Winery (phone)

1

WineryName
Winery Fax

I

Software and Information Life Cycle

Cancel

I

I

OK

4118/95
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Add/Update Customer Information Screen-S9

Add/Update Customer n f ormation
Customer No.
Customer Name
Phone
Deliverv Address

I Cancel I

A-62

I89

I

I Joe’s Bar I

I721 3652 I
I 111 First St.1
I

I

OK

Software and Information Life Cycle

I
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Add/Updafe Winery Informaiion Screen-SI0

Add/Update Winery Information
Winery (phone)
Winery Name
Winery Fax

Software and Information Life Cycle
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Event List
Deliverable 6
The event list, together with the storyboard diagrams and process list, defines the flow of
control. The Sxx, Mxx, and Rxx numbers refer to the screen layouts, menus, and reports
in the storyboard diagrams (see “Storyboards” on page A-48). The Pxx numbers refer to
the processes defined in the process list (see “Process List” on page A-69). Events are
numbered, Exx,for traceability of the implementation.
Note: We include the event list in Issue A for completeness. The format may change in
Issue B, possibly into a matrix that shows event numbers, process numbers, and fact
numbers. This format may better communicate to developers the relationships between
the lists.
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Events
El
In <Corporate Functions> if <Product Accountability Icon - I1 is clicked> then
<display Product Accountability Menu - P33>

E2
In <Product Accountability Menu -M1> if <Customer Order button is clicked> then
<Initiate Customer Order - P1>
E3
In <Product Accountability Menu -M1> if <Assign Truck button is clicked> then
dnitiate Truck Assignment - P2>

E4
In <Product Accountability Menu -M1> if a e l i v e r y Accomplished button is
clicked> then <Specify Delivery Accomplished -P3>

E5
In <Product Accountability Menu -M1> if <Receive Winery Shipment button is
clicked> then <Receive Winery Shipment -P4>

E6
In <Product Accountability Menu -M1> if <create/update Product button is clicked>
then <Initiate createlupdate Product -P5>
E7
In <Product Accountability Menu -M1> if <create/update Customer button is
clicked> then dnitiate createhpdate Customer - P6>
E8
In <Product Accountability Menu -M1> if areatehpdate Winery button is clicked>
then <Initiate createhpdate Winery -p7>
E9
In <Customer Order Screen -51>if <Customer Phone Number entered> then u e a d
Customer Information - P8>

E10
In <Customer Order Screen -51> if <Retrieve Customer Information - P8 did not
return a Customer #> then <create Customer Address -P9>
Ell
In <Customer Order Screen - S1> if <Product No. entered> then <read Product Name
- P10>

Software and information Life Cycle
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E12
In <Customer Order Screen -51> if <Quantity entered> then <read Available
Quantity - P11>
E13
In <Customer Order Screen -51> if <Available Quantity less than requested
Quantity> then <Initiate Adjust Quantity Requested - P12>
E14
In <Adjust Quantity Requested Screen -52> if <OK Button Clicked and Quantity
Ordered is not zero> then <Adjust Quantity Requested - P13>

El 5
In <Adjust Quantity Requested Screen -52> if <Cancel Button Clicked> then
<Delete Line Item - P14>
E16
In <Adjust Quantity Requested Screen -52> if <OK Button Clicked and Quantity
Ordered is equal to zero> then <display Customer Order Screen - S1 & Delete Line
Item - P14>
E17
In <Customer Order Screen - SI> if <OK Button Clicked> then <Accept Customer
Order - P15>
El8
In <Customer Order Screen -51> if <Cancel Button Clicked> then <display Product
Accountability Menu - M1>
E19
In <Accept Customer Order - P15> if <Assigned Quantity changes> then <Adjust
Available Quantity - P16>
E20
In <Product Accountability S y s t e m if <7:30 am on Weekday> then <Print Inventory
Report - PI 7>
E2 I
In <Delivery Truck Assignment Screen -53> if <Delivery Date Entered> then
<Initiate Delivery Truck Assignment - P19>
E22
In <Delivery Truck Assignment Screen -53> if <OK Button Clicked & FT22 greater
than one> then <Initiate Delivery Truck Assignment - P19>
E23
In <Delivery Truck Assignment Screen -53> if <OK Button Clicked & F l 2 2 equals
one> then <display Product Accountability Menu -M1>
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E24
In <Delivery Truck Assignment Screen -53> if <OK Button Clicked> then <Assign
Delivery Truck - P20>
E25

In <Delivery Truck Assignment Screen -53> if <OK Button Clicked> then <Print
Delivery Instruction Ticket - P21>

E26
In <Delivery Truck Assignment Screen -53> if <Cancel Button Clicked> then
<display Product Accountability Menu -M1>
E27
In <Delivery Accomplished Screen -54> if <OK Button Clicked> then <display Log
Another Delivery Screen - 55 & Log Delivery Accomplished - P22>
E28

In <Delivery Accomplished Screen -54> if <Cancel Button Clicked> then <display
Product Accountability Menu - M1>

E29
In <Log Another Delivery Screen - 5 5 if <OK Button Clicked> then <display
Delivery Accomplished Screen - S4>
E30
In <Log Another Delivery Screen -55> if <Cancel Button Clicked> then <display
Product Accountability Menu - M1>
E3 1
In <Product Accountability S y s t e m if <5:30 PM on Weekday> then <Calculate
Product Order Amounts - P23>
E32
In <Product Accountability S y s t e m if <Calculate Product Order Amounts -P23
completed> then &ax Winery Order Report - R3 - P24>
E33

In <Receive Winery Shipment Screen -56> if <OK Button Clicked> then <Receive
Winery Shipment - P25>

E34
In <Receive Winery Shipment Screen -56> if <Cancel Button Clicked> then
<display Product Accountability Menu -M1>

E35
In areatehpdate Product Information Screen -57> if <Winery (phone) entered & it
is New> then <Enter New Winery - P26>
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E36
In <create Winery Information Screen -58> if <OK Button Clicked> then <create
Winery Information - P27>
E37
In <create Winery Information Screen -58> if <Cancel Button Clicked> then <return
to createhpdate Product Information Screen - S7>
E38
In ccreatehpdate Product Information Screen - 57> if <OK Button Clicked &P5
returned a Product Name> then <update Product Information - P28>
E39
In ccreatehpdate Product Information Screen - 57> if <OK Button Clicked &P5 did
not return a Product Name> then <create Product Information - P29>
E40
In Ccreatehpdate Product Information Screen -57> if <Cancel Button Clicked> then
<display Product Accountability Menu - P33>

E41
In areatelupdate Customer Information Screen - 59> if <OK Button Clicked &P6
returned a Customer Name> then cupdate Customer Information - P30>
E42
In <create/update Customer Information Screen - 59> if <OK Button Clicked &P6
did not return a Customer Name> then <create Customer Information - P31>
E43
In ccreatehpdate Customer Information Screen -59> if <Cancel Button Clicked>
then <display Product Accountability Menu - P33>
E44
In Ccreatehpdate Winery Information Screen - 510> if <OK Button Clicked &P7
returned a Winery Name> then <update Winery Information - P32>
E45
In ccreatehpdate Winery Information Screen - 510> if <OK Button Clicked &P7 did
not return a Winery Name> then <create Winery Information - P27>

E46
In Ccreatehpdate Winery Information Screen -51O> if <Cancel Button Clicked> then
<display Product Accountability Menu - P33>
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Process List
Deliverable 6
The process list, together with the storyboard diagrams and event list, defines the flow of
control. The Sxx, Mxx, and Rxx numbers refer to the screen layouts, menus, and reports
in the storyboard diagrams (see “Storyboards” on page A-48). The FTxx numbers refer to
the facts in the formal natural language sentences (see “Business Rules” on page A-8).
Processes are numbered, Pxx,for traceability of the implementation.

Note: We include the process list in Issue A for completeness. The format may change in
Issue B, possibly into a matrix that shows event numbers, process numbers, and fact
numbers. This format may better communicate to developers the relationships between
the lists. Also, in the future we will reference the CRUD processes generated and shown
in Deliverable 5.
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Processes
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PI

Initiate Customer Order
display Customer Order Screen - S1
establish unique Customer Order #
establish Order Date
establish Customer Phone {from caller id, if available)
enter Customer Phone

P2

Initiate Truck Assignment
display Delivery Truck Assignment Screen - S3
establish Delivery Date

P3

Specify Delivery Accomplished
display Delivery Accomplished Screen - S4
enter Customer Order No.

P4

Receive Winery Shipment
display Receive Winery Shipment Screen - S6
establish Date
enter Winery Order Request No.
read FT14
read FT15
read each FT20
read each FT6
validate quantities received match order
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P5

Initiate createhpdate Product
display createhpdate Product Information Screen - S7
enter Product No.
read FT6
read FT9
read F T l O
read FTll
read FT12
read FT19
if desired
enter Product Name
enter Assigned Quantity
enter Total Quantity
enter Minimum Stock Quantity
enter Maximum Stock Quantity
enter Winery (phone)

P6

Initiate createhpdate Customer
display createhpdate Customer Information Screen - S9
enter Phone
read FT3
read FT4
read FT5
if desired
enter Phone
enter Name
enter Delivery Address

P7

Initiate createhpdate Winery
display createhpdate Winery Information Screen - S 10
enter Phone
read FT15
read FT16
if desired
enter Name
enter Fax

P8

read Customer Address
read F4
read F3
read F5
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P9

create Customer Address
generate unique Customer No.
create F4
create F3
create F5

P10

read Product Name
read F6

P1 I

Check Available Quantity
read F8

P12

Initiate Adjust Quantity Requested
display Adjust Quantity Requested Screen -52
copy Product No.
copy Product
copy FT25 to FT27
read F8, copy to FT26
copy FT26 to FT25
Enter FT25 (if needed and less than or equal to FT26)

P13

Adjust Quantity Requested
display Customer Order Screen - S1
copy FT25 to Quantity for Product No.

P14

Delete Line Item
display Customer Order Screen - S1
For Product No.
clear Product No.
clear Product Name
clear Quantity

P15

Accept Customer Order
create FTl
create FT2
create Each FM,FT25,FT26, FT27
update Each FT9, Assigned Quantity = Assigned Quantity + FT25

P16

Available Quantity (FT8)
read FT9
read F T l O
Available Quantity = Total Quantity - Assigned Quantity
update FT8
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P17

Print Inventory Report
establish Date
read Each FT6
read Each FT8
read Each FT9
read Each FT10
read Each FT11
read Each FT12
read Each FT18
Print R1

P18

Count Unfilled Customer Orders (FT22)
Count --- Orders minus (Delivered Orders plus Assigned Orders)

P19

Initiate Delivery Truck Assignment
establish FT22 (Not delivered and not assigned)
establish Customer Order Number (Not delivered and not assigned)
read FT2
read FT3
read FT4
read FT5
read Each FIT, FT25
read Each FT6
enter Truck Number

P20

Assign Delivery Truck
create FT21

P21

Print Delivery Instruction Ticket
COPY FTt-2
copy FT3
copy FT4
copy m5
copy Each FIT, FT25
copy Each FT6
copy FT21
Print R2

P22

Log Delivery Accomplished
create FT23
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P23

Calculate Product Order Amounts (FT17 and FT18)
for every item
read FT9
read F T l O
read FT11
read FT12
Current Daily Winery Order Quantity = Maximum Stock Quantity (Available Quantity + Existing Winery On-Order Quantity)
if Available Quantity < Minimum Stock Quantity
else Winery Order Quantity = 0
Existing Winery On-Order Quantity = Existing Winery On-Order Quantity +
Current Daily Winery Order Quantity
update FT17
update FT18

P24

Fax Winery Order Report
for each Winery with Product that has Current Daily Winery Order
Quantity > 0
establish unique Order Request No.
establish Date
read FT15
read FT16
read each FT17
read each FT6
create FT13
create FT14
create each FT20
Fax

P25

Receive Winery Shipment
create FT24
for each product ordered by Winery Request No.
read F T l O
Total Quantity = Total Quantity + Quantity
update FTlO
calculate FI8
update FT8
read FTl8
Existing Winery On-Order Quantity = Existing Winery On-Order Quantity
Quantity
update FT18
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P26

Enter New Winery
display create Winery Information Screen - S9
copy Winery (phone)
enter Winery Name
enter Winery Fax

P27

create Winery Information
create FT15
create FT16
display createhpdate Product Information Screen - 5 7

P28

update Product Information
update FT6
update FT9
update F T l O
update FT11
update FT12
update FT19

P29

create Product Information
create FT6
create FT9
create FTl 0
create FT11
create FT12
create FT19

P30

update Customer Information
update FT3
update FT4
update FT5

P3 1

create Customer Information
create FT3
create FT4
create FT5

P32

update Winery Information
update FT15
update FT16

P33

display Product Accountability Menu
display Product Accountability Menu -M1
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